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Abstract. Standard shear samples used for piezoceramic characterization lead to underestimation of
the piezoelectric shear coefficients due to its dynamical clamping at resonance. This work presents
the application of Alemany et al.´s automatic iterative method to the resonance of a non-Standard
shear sample, in order to determine the related complex parameters of piezoceramics, thus including
losses, from impedance measurements. The matrix of dielectric, elastic and piezoelectric complex
parameters that fully characterize a piezoceramic, a 6mm symmetry material, can be obtained from
such shear data combined with the application of the method to three other electromechanical
resonances, namely: the length extensional mode of long rods or rectangular bars, length poled; the
thickness extensional mode of a thin plate or disk, thickness poled, and the radial mode of a thin disk,
thickness poled. Shear results are here obtained for non-Standard samples of a commercial Navy type
II piezoceramic, solving the underestimation of the coefficients in the Standard shear sample and
allowing the improvement of the previously reported characteristic matrix from Standard samples.
Three-dimensional Finite Element Analysis (FEA) modelling of the resonances of the three material
samples used in the matrix characterization was here accomplished using the improved matrix of
dielectric elastic and piezoelectric material coefficients including all losses. The comparison of the
experimental resonance spectra of this piezoceramic samples and the FEA results obtained for the
elastically, dielectrically and piezoelectrically homogeneous items modelled is here presented and
discussed.
PACS numbers: 77.65.-j; 77.84.Dy ; 02.70.Dh; 06.20 fb; 43.20 Ks.

1. Introduction
The modelling and design of piezoelectric devices by, among others, Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
methods, rely on the accuracy of the dielectric, piezoelectric and elastic coefficients of the active material
used, commonly an anisotropic poled ferro-piezoelectric ceramic [1], a piezoceramic.
Poled ferro-piezoelectric ceramics in their normal low voltage operating range show substantially
linear relations between the stress (Tij) and the strain (Sij), which are tensor magnitudes, on the one hand,
and between the electric field (Ei) and the dielectric displacement (Di), which are vector magnitudes, on the
other. Besides, the piezoelectric coefficients provide relations between the mechanical and the electrical
magnitudes. Piezoceramics, which have 6mm symmetry, are characterized by only five independent elastic
constants, three independent piezoelectric coefficients and two independent dielectric coefficients. The
constitutive equations can take various forms [1] and, thus, there are various sets of parameters, related
among them, that characterize a piezoceramic. Here we choose to work with the following coefficients: s11E ,
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s12E, s13E, s33E, s44E and s66E (note that s66E = 2 (s11E –s12E )); d13, d33 and d15; ε S11 and ε S 33, , as they are those
requested by the FEA software used.
The accurate description of piezoceramics involves the evaluation of the dielectric, piezoelectric and
mechanical losses, taking into account the out of phase material response to the external excitation, which is
not always accomplished, despite of the important role of the losses in the material performance. Losses in
piezoceramics are a problem for positioning actuator applications, for they cause hysteresis in the fieldinduced strain, and for resonance applications, such as ultrasonic transducers, piezoelectric transformers and
motors, for they cause heat generation. On the other hand, they can be an advantage for force sensors and
acoustic transducers, because they widen the frequency band for receiving signals. The origin of the losses
in ferroelectric ceramics has been analyzed in numerous works [2-5]. While the dielectric losses are related
to the ionic and the ferroelectric nature of these compounds, the mechanical losses in piezoceramics arise
from crystal lattice defects, microstructure (grain boundaries, porosity) and ferroelastic domain wall
motions [6] and the piezoelectric losses for the coupling of all such effects. The description of the material
parameters by complex values [7] (P* =P´-iP´´) is a convenient way to separately account for the dielectric,
piezoelectric and mechanical losses (tanδ= P´´/P´).
Characterization methods for poled ferro-piezoelectric ceramics from impedance measurements at
the electromechanical resonances, providing their dielectric, piezoelectric and elastic coefficients in the
linear range, have been used since early times of the development of these materials in the 60´s. The first
Standard measurement procedures of piezoceramics [8] have been revised and updated several times, the
most recent ones being issued by the North American institutions “American National Standards Institute
(ANSI)” and “The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)” in 1987 [9]. However, the 1987
IEEE Standard does not account for the complex nature of the material coefficients. Nevertheless, 1987
IEEE Standard contribution to the characterization of piezoelectric ceramics is, of course, remarkable. The
1987 IEEE Standard states the resonator shapes, their boundary conditions for the validity of the equations
used and all the relationships among the coefficients needed to get all the independent coefficients for
piezoceramics. European Standards kept these shapes and ratios among sample dimensions [10].
Several authors [11-14] developed methods for the complex characterization of piezoceramics from
complex impedance (or its reciprocal, the complex admittance) measurements at resonance, which validity
has been analyzed elsewhere [15,16]. Alemany et al. developed an automatic iterative method, applied in a
first publication [17] to four modes of resonance used in the Standards: (1) the length extensional mode of a
thickness poled rectangular bar; (2) the length extensional mode of long rods or rectangular bars, length
poled; (3) the thickness extensional mode of a thin plate or disk, thickness poled, and (4) the thickness shear
mode of an in-plane poled thin plate. In a second publication the method was also applied to (5) the radial
mode of a thin disk, thickness poled [18], the most mathematically complex geometry to be solved.
Four modes of resonance of the three sample shapes shown in figure 1(a), (b) and (c), namely the
mentioned 2, 3, 4 and 5 modes, are sufficient [19] for the purpose of the determination of the full set of
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complex coefficients of piezoceramics in the matrix of a 6mm symmetry material. These modes are listed in
Table 1, which also shows the directly obtained coefficients for each mode. The systematic application of
the automatic iterative method to the matrix characterization, including losses, of a Navy type II, soft lead
zirconate titanate (PZT) commercial piezoceramic (PZ27 of Ferroperm Piezoceramics A/S (Kvistgård,
Denmark)), using the three Standard samples shapes and four resonance modes of Table 1, has been already
accomplished [19]. However, the shear piezoelectric coefficient d15 reported for PZ27 [19] is underestimated
(d15=396pC.N-1) by the measurement of the Standard shear resonator, with respect to the actual value quoted
by the manufacturer [20] (d15 = 500pC.N-1), which is obtained from direct measurements on accelerometers
working with shear elements. A similar underestimation was obtained [21] for Motorola 3203HD
piezoceramic, for which resonance of such Standard shear geometry gave an electromechanical coupling
coefficient of k15=61%, whereas the manufacturer states k15=72% as catalogue value [22].
This matrix of complex coefficients [19] allows the modelling by FEA of PZ27 piezoceramic items
of a given geometry. Three-dimensional FEA modelling of the three Standard material resonators used in
the above mentioned matrix characterization has recently been carried out [23, 24]. These FEA results
reproduce, in the dielectrically, elastically and piezoelectrically homogeneous Standard shear item that was
modelled, and provide an explanation of the secondary resonances in the vicinity of the fundamental shear
resonance. Such spurious resonances were generally, and erroneously according to the FEA results,
associated to microstructural or poling inhomogeneities of the piezoceramic. The dynamical clamping of the
Standard shear sample, that was previously suggested by other authors [25], is revealed by FEA modelling
[23] and has also been verified by laser interferometry measurements [26]. This finding also helped to
explain why the use of the Standard shear geometry led to underestimation of the shear piezoelectric
coefficients. Because of this underestimation, some discrepancies between experimental and FEA modelled
resonance spectrum were also revealed for the thickness resonance of a thin disk, that does not follows a
piston-like motion but involves relevant shear stresses [24]. An improvement of the matrix characterization
already reported for a Navy type II piezoceramic, which involves the results from the Standard shear
sample, has been proved as a need for the purpose of FEA modelling of samples of this piezoceramic. This
improvement involves a more accurate determination of the shear piezoelectric coefficients.
This work presents the application of Alemany et al.´s automatic iterative method to the resonance
of a non-Standard shear geometry in order to obtain, from impedance measurements, the related
piezoceramic parameters. The shear results obtained from this geometry for a commercial piezoceramic,
PZ27 of Ferroperm Piezoceramics A/S, are used to get an improved set of characteristic dielectric, elastic
and piezoelectric complex coefficients of this material. Three-dimensional FEA modelling of the new set of
samples used in this characterization was accomplished using the improved matrix of material coefficients.
The comparison of the experimental resonance spectra of these samples and the FEA results obtained for
elastically, dielectrically and piezoelectrically homogeneous modelled samples, based on this improved
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characteristic matrix, is presented here to validate the material data obtained from measurements on the nonStandard geometry.
2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Automatic iterative method applied to a non-Standard shear mode
The non-Standard shear sample shape here considered (figure 1(d)) is that of the second thickness
shear resonance mode, already described by Berlincourt [27], and that was later analyzed by other authors
[25, 28, 29]. The following formula [25] is used as the the analytical solution of the wave equation for the
second thickness shear resonance mode of motion, when the dimensional ratio given by t >> w (figure 1(d))
is fulfilled:

Y = G + iB = i
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In the method here used for the above described shear sample, the coefficients e15, εS 11 and sE55
(note that s E 55 = s E 44 =1/ c E 55) are calculated by solving - using an automatic iterative numerical method as
previously described [17] - of the set of non-linear equations that results when experimental complex
admittance data are introduced into this analytical expression. Such admittance data are needed at four
frequencies in the neighborhood of the resonance and antiresonance peaks, being the determination of such
frequencies also automatic in this method.
In principle, only the value of the complex admittance or impedance at such four frequencies around
the resonance, together with the dimensions and density of the sample, are required to get the coefficients
e15, εS 11 and s E 55. The same can be said for all other resonance modes here considered, except for the radial
mode of thin disks, for which it is additionally needed to know the value of f(2)s , the frequency for
maximum conductance, G, of the first overtone [18]. In practice, an experimental data file of absolute values
of admittance, |Y|i , and its phase angle, θi, at each frequency, fi, is obtained in a frequency interval around
the resonance. From these values, the corresponding values of conductance, Gi=|Y|icos θi , and resistance Ri
= cos θi |Y|i-1 are obtained. Two of the four frequencies involved in the calculation, fs and fp, are determined
by location of the maximum values of Ri and Gi in the measured interval, and the values of complex
impedance at such frequencies introduced in the system of non-linear equations to be solved, in the socalled central iteration of the method. The determination of the other two frequencies involved in the
calculation of the central iteration, f1 and f2, constitutes a second iterative process, called peripherial
iteration of the method [17], which finish when the convergence of f2 fulfils the criteria:
|f2(final)-f2(initial)|<0.05%.
Contrary to what it is done in the fitting methods, both the G and the R profiles are reconstructed
here just as a quality criteria of the results obtained by the method, since the solution of the equation system
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is unique and cannot be further modified. Such reconstruction is done by insertion of the obtained complex
coefficients in the analytical solution of the wave equation of the given resonance mode and calculation of R
and G as a function of frequency. When the experimental resonance spectrum is free of spurious resonances,
thus corresponding to a single resonator, the agreement factor between the experimental and reconstructed
values is usually above 0.99, which underlies the quality of the method.

2.2. Finite Element Analysis
The FEA modelling was done using ATILA software [30]. Originally developed for modelling
sonar transducers, this program has the ability to include piezoelectric materials defined by a full data set of
complex variables. The three dimensional harmonic analysis, here used, yields the impedance values in a
given interval of frequencies, from which the resonance and antirresonance frequencies and the
electromechanical coupling factors can be obtained.
The three sample shapes modelled (figure 1(a), (c) and (d)) here were those of the samples used to
determine the improved set of dielectric, elastic and piezoelectric complex coefficients, namely: (1) a thin
ceramic disk [19] of diameter D=37,80 mm and thickness t=0,76 mm, thickness poled, (2) a long bar, lenght
poled [19], of D=2mm and length L= 20mm and (3) thickness poled non-Standard shear plates here
suggested (figure 1(d)) with actual dimensions W=0.9mm, t=8.97mm and L=8.1mm. The mesh used in each
resonator simulation was selected so as to have a minimum of five nodes per wavelength, except the shear
elements which were divided into a 30x30x3 mesh consisting of 2700 hexagonal 20 node elements. This
very fine mesh was used to include the secondary resonances found in the experimental spectrum which has
a wavelength much smaller than the one of the main resonance. The number of frequencies analyzed was
chosen so as to get a compromise between the time of the simulation and the required resolution of the
calculated spectrum, depending of its complexity. The disk and the long bar were simulated as rotationally
symmetric items, which results in calculation times of the order of a few minutes for the whole frequency
sweep in a PC with a Pentium IV, 3GHz, processor. The shear elements were simulated as full threedimensional items, resulting in 15 minutes calculation time for each discrete frequency point.
3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Shear resonance mode of the non-Standard shear geometry
Figure 2(a) shows the experimental spectrum and the reconstructed G and R peaks of a nonStandard shear sample, using Formula 1 and the coefficients obtained after its solution by Alemany et al.´s
method. The reproduction of the main resonance (frequency and height of the R and G peaks) is highly
accurate. This shear sample does not present a unique resonance for the dimensional ratios here considered,
t≈10W, but the main resonance is clearly more intense than the secondary ones and thus is appropriated for
the material characterization. Table 2 shows the comparison between all the parameters obtained from an
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Standard shear sample and one of those here studied. These parameters are the ones directly obtained by this
method and also those that can be calculated from them using known relations [19]. The losses are lower
from all the elastic coefficients determined from the non-Standard shear geometry and the real part of
dielectric permittivity is higher, whereas the dielectric losses are also slightly lower. The non-Standard shear
geometry yielded, as seeked, a real part of the piezoelectric coefficient of d15=526 pC.N-1, closer to the
actual value in devices [20].
The matrix of complex coefficients of the piezoceramic (figure 3) was obtained taking into account
the average values of the coefficients obtained from the four non-Standard shear samples measured and
considering an average of the two values of εT33 measured [19], obtained from the length resonance of the
long bar and from the planar resonance of the thin disk, in the calculation of all derived parameters. The
Holland [2] criteria for the piezoceramic to be passive, in the sense of not being an energy generator, was
verified for the values of the matrix in figure 3.
Figure 2(b) shows the experimental and FEA modelled resonance spectrum of a non-Standard shear
sample. The resonance and antiresonance frequencies are quoted in Table 3, showing good agreement
(differences below 2%) with the experimental ones. The height of the FEA modelled G peaks is also in good
agreement, whereas the R peak modelled is slightly lower. One has to note also to understand this that the
experimental dispersion in R values of the peaks in the measured samples is also higher than the dispersion
in the G peaks.
Secondary resonance peaks near the shear plate resonance are reproduced also by the FEA analysis,
corresponding to an elastically, dielectrically and piezoelectrically homogeneous piezoceramic item, and the
modelled frequencies are in good agreement with the measured ones (Table 3). Thus, these resonances
being due to inhomogeneities (due to poling, composition of microstructure) of the material can also be
disregarded for this shear geometry.
One of the problems to obtain a consistent set of data from different samples is that it is difficult to
get the same level of polarization in all of them. Depending on the ceramic crystal anisotropy, and more
markedly when poling at saturation conditions is not achieved, it has been found, by measurements of
thermocurrent induced by propagation of low frequency thermal waves through the ceramic, that the
polarization level is lower at an skin, of a given thickness depending on the poling conditions, of the
samples [31, 32]. The in-plane poled Standard shear sample has a higher surface/volume ratio for poling
than the thin disk, thickness poled, and polarization homogeneity level in both samples is expected to be
different. The new shear sample reduces this problem since the thin disk and shear plate, both thickness
poled, under the same poling conditions are expected to have the same polarization and polarization
homogeneity level.

3.2. Length extensional resonance mode of a long bar
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Figure 4 shows the experimental and FEA modelled resonance spectrum of a long bar. The
resonance and antiresonance frequencies and electromechanical coupling factors are quoted in Table 3,
showing good agreement (differences below 1%). The height of the R and G peaks modelled by FEA is
also in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. This good agreement is however obtained
independently of the shear coefficients used [24], since this mode of vibration is purely dilatational.

3.3. Radial resonance mode of a thin ceramic disk
Figure 5 shows the experimental and FEA modelled resonance spectrum of the radial mode of the
thin disk. Again, the resonance and antiresonance frequencies and electromechanical coupling factors are
also quoted in Table 3, showing once more good agreement with experimental values (differences below
1%), which also takes place for the height of the R and G peaks. The planar mode is also independent of
shear coefficients, since it is also purely dilatational [24].

3.4. Thickness extensional resonance mode of a thin ceramic disk
Figure 6(a) shows the experimental and FEA modelled resonance spectrum of the thickness mode of
a thin disk, using the matrix of coefficients obtained from the Standard shear sample [24]. There is a clear
discrepancy in the comparison of the experimental and modelled resonance and antiresonance frequencies.
As already mentioned [24] the mode of motion of the thickness mode involves a non-negligible shear stress
and thus is sensitive to the accuracy of the shear coefficients used. figure 6(b) shows the same experimental
and FEA modelled resonance spectrum of the thin disk, now modelled using the matrix of figure 3.
Frequencies and electromechanical coupling factors are quoted in Table 3 also for this resonance mode. For
the FEA modelling with this improved matrix of material coefficients, we found that differences in the
modelled frequencies with respect to the experimental that are below 1%. The height of the R and G peaks
modelled by FEA shows also a reasonable agreement, validating the results of the measurement from the
non-Standard shear sample.
4. Conclusions
This work presents the application of Alemany et al.´s automatic iterative method to the resonance
of a non-Standard thickness poled shear geometry, in order to determine the related complex material
coefficients, from complex inmittance measurements, and the results for a Navy II type commercial
piezoceramic. The value of the real part of the piezoelectric shear coefficient d15 obtained is higher than the
one previously reported from measurements of Standard shear samples, dynamically clamped, and agrees
with that derived from measurement of actual shear samples in devices.
The spectra of the four resonance modes of the three sample shapes, including the non-Standard
shear sample, needed for the matrix characterization of the studied piezoceramic have been modelled by
FEA. The improved matrix of complex material coefficients, including shear coefficients from the non-
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Standard sample, was used in the modelling. A good reproduction of both the experimental peaks of
conductance, G, and resistance, R, at resonance was achieved by the FEA modelling for all modes studied.
FEA results reproduce, in addition to those R and G peaks of the main resonance, those of the
secondary modes in the elastically, dielectrically and piezoelectrically homogeneous shear item modelled.
Sample inhomogeneities are thus disregarded as the origin of such secondary resonances.
The radial resonance of the thin disk and the length extensional resonance of a long bar corresponds
to purely dilatational vibration modes, given the dimensional ratios stablished for the standard samples, and
the agreement between the frequencies for the FEA modelling and the experimental ones is within 2%.
Finally, the influence of correctly determined shear coefficients on the also accurate reproduction of the
frequency of the thickness mode of resonance of a thin disk is also revealed by FEA results, which
previously showed that relevant shear contributions to the mode of motion at thickness resonance occurs.
Overall, the FEA study validates the improved matrix of parameters obtained using the nonStandard shear geometry here studied, the second thickness shear geometry described by Berlincourt, which
provides a more homogeneous set of samples for the matrix characterization of piezoceramics.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. (a), (b) and (c): samples shapes and dimension ratios used in the Standard piezoelectric
characterization and (d) non-Standard shear geometry used in this work. P=sample polarization.
Figure 2. (a) Experimental data and reconstructed resistance, R, and conductance, G, from the obtained
shear parameters and for the fundamental shear thickness resonance of a non-Standard shear geometry of
the Navy II type commercial PZT. (b) The same experimental data and the FEA modelled resistance, R, and
conductance, G, using the improved matrix of parameters of Figure 3.
Figure 3. The improved matrix of parameters. Data are given in the following units: sEij (10-12 m2N-1),
dij(10-12 CN-1) and εo = 8,859 x 10-12 Fm-1
Figure 4. Experimental data and FEA modelled resistance, R, and conductance, G, using the improved
matrix of parameters and for the fundamental length extensional resonance of a long bar, length poled, of
the Navy II type commercial PZT.
Figure 5. Experimental data and FEA modelled resistance, R, and conductance, G, using the improved
matrix of parameters and for the fundamental radial resonance of a thin disk, thickness poled, of the Navy II
type commercial PZT.
Figure 6. Experimental data and FEA generated resistance, R, and conductance, G, for the fundamental
thickness resonance of a thin disk, thickness poled, of the Navy II type commercial PZT, (a) using the
matrix of parameters including those obtained from the IEEE Standard shear geometry (ref.19) and (b)
using the improved matrix of parameters of Figure 3.
Table Captions
Table 1. The three Standard sample shapes and four modes of resonance needed for the matrix
characterization of ferro-piezoelectric ceramics with 6mm symmetry.
Table 2. Coefficients obtained for shear resonance modes of the Standard and the non-Standard samples
used here. Marked in bold those coefficients directly obtained by solving the equation of movement in the
non-Standard shear mode.
Table 3. Experimental values of resonance and antiresonance peaks and their Q values (ratio between
maximum frequency and width at half-maximum) and electromechanical coupling factors, obtained by
Alemany et al.´s method, kij, and effective, keff = (1- (fs/fp)2)1/2, and FEA generated values of the same, for
the four resonance modes studied, including the non-Standard shear geometry for the Navy II type
commercial PZT ceramic.
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Table 1. The three Standard sample shapes and four modes of resonance needed for the full characterization
of ferro-piezoelectric ceramics with 6mm symmetry.
Sample geometry

Resonance mode
• thickness extensional mode of thin plates

Directly obtained
coefficients
• h33, ε S 33, c D 33

• radial mode of thin disks

• d31, ε T 33, s E 11, s E12

• shear plates

• thickness shear mode of thin plates

• h15, ε S 11, c D 55

• long bars, length poled

• length extensional mode of long bars

• g33, ε T 33 , s D 33

• thin disks, thickness poled

Table 2. Coefficients obtained for shear resonance modes of the standard and the non-standard samples
used here of a Navy II type commercial PZT. Marked in bold those coefficients directly obtained by solving
the equation of movement in the non-Standard shear mode.
SHEAR MODE
k15 (%)
N15 (kHz.mm)

In-plane poled
STANDARD
Shear sample19

Thickness poled
NON-STANDARD
Shear sample

61.86

67.02

925

829

D

10

-2

c55 (10 N.m )

3.99 + 0.09i

3.84 + 0.06i

E

10

-2

D

-12

E

-12

c55 (10 N.m )
s55 (10
s55 (10

2.44 + 0.11i

2.11 + 0.06i

2

-1

25.25 - 0.54i

26.06 – 0.43i

2

-1

m .N )

40.85 + 1.82i

47.30 – 1.29i

-1

15.54 + 0.16i

15.56 +0.24i

9.74 - 0.26i

11.07- 0.14i

397.51 – 28.22i

523.54 – 20.73i

39.25 + 0.44i

40.57 + 0.05i

1144.40 – 68.47i

1457.63 – 55.85i

707.79 – 25.94i

803.28 – 21.93i

m .N )

8

h15 (10 V.cm )
-2

e15 (C.m )
d15( 10

-12

-3

-1

C.N )
-1

g15 (10 mVN )
T

ε11 (ε0)
S

ε11 (ε0)
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Table 3. Experimental values of resonance and antiresonance peaks and their Q values (ratio between frequency
at the maximum and width at half-maximum) and electromechanical coupling factors, obtained by Alemany et al.´s
method, kij, and effective, keff = (1- (fs/fp)2)1/2, and FEA generated values of the same, for the four resonance

modes studied, including the non-Standard shear geometry for the Navy II type commercial PZT ceramic.
k(%)

QS

QP

fs(kHz)

Gmax(Siemens)

fp(kHz) Rmax(Ohms)

Second Thickness Shear resonance of a thin plate
experimental
FEA

│k15│= 67.02
keff = 60.0

69

69

921

8.85x10-4

1151

3.34x105

keff = 61.0

28

35

929

8.18x10-4

1172

1.68x105

Lenght extensional resonance of long bar
experimental

│k33│= 67.22
keff = 63.4

71

131

71.0

3.56 x10-5

91.8

4.99 x107

FEA

keff = 64.4

60

105

70.6

2.97x10-5

92.3

6.21x107

Radial resonance of thin disk
experimental

│kP│= 58.18
keff = 51.2

98

160

53.5

0.190

62.3

6268.1

FEA

keff = 52.3

99

153

53.6

0.192

62.9

6147.7

Thickness resonance of thin disk
experimental

│kt│= 48.24
keff = 44.4

102

94

2494

4.44

2784

121.6

FEA

keff = 43.3

83

138

2492

4.81

2764

104.0
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Figure 1. (a), (b) and (c): samples shapes and dimension ratios used in the Standard piezoelectric
characterization and (d) non-Standard shear geometry used in this work. P=sample polarization.
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental data and reconstructed resistance, R, and conductance, G, from the
obtained shear parameters and for the fundamental shear thickness resonance of a non-Standard shear
geometry of a Navy II type commercial PZT. (b) The same experimental data and the FEA modelled
resistance, R, and conductance, G, using the improved matrix of parameters of Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The improved matrix of parameters of a Navy II type commercial PZT. Data are given in the following units: sEij (10-12 m2N-1),
dij (10-12 CN-1) and εo = 8,859 x 10-12 Fm-1
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Figure 4. Experimental data and FEA modelled resistance, R, and conductance, G, using the improved
matrix of parameters and for the fundamental length extensional resonance of a long bar, lenght
poled, of a Navy II type commercial PZT.
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Figure 5. Experimental data and FEA modelled resistance, R, and conductance, G, using the improved
matrix of parameters and for the fundamental radial resonance of a thin disk, thickness poled, of a
Navy II type commercial PZT.
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Figure 6. Experimental data and FEA generated resistance, R, and conductance, G, for the
fundamental thickness resonance of a thin disk, thickness poled, of a Navy II type commercial PZT,
(a) using the matrix of parameters including those shear parameters obtained from the IEEE Standard
shear geometry (ref. 19) and (b) using the improved matrix of parameters of Figure 3.

